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Basic Conversions from Old Adult League to the new system.

Elder Sorcery:  Spells that costs 1 = no change.  All others, divide old costs 
by 5 and round up to get new cost.  This works out to spells that use to cost 
2-5 now cost 1, 6-10 cost 2, 11-15 cost 3, etc. (note- spells no longer have 3 
times a day added to them).
Mage Lore:  Staff, Rod, Wand store no mana (as Junior League).  All magic 
items cards store what they use to but have Metered Mana Access (can only 
use 1 mana at a time out of them), and No Reloading during an event (once 
used, are empty until the next event).

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
         You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first 
time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 
instead.  

8) Combat Discipline
     [Passive]
             If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an 
encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana 
instead.

• AL Classes for PC's only:  Adult League Characters are the only ones to use the Stats for 
Species from last season.  They are also the only ones who use these classes (other than GM 
specified NPC's and Dark Heroes, etc.).  All baddies and NPC operate in the JL system for all 
skills and abilities.  Players may opt to Rank up, as opposed to individualize their levels.

• Level Cap Removed, Replacing Multipliers:  Level Caps on Trades and Crafts has been 
removed.  We are replacing all instances of “doubles your level in...” with “Talented in” to 
compensate for this change.

• Poison Name, Effects, and Use Changes:  See the end of this document for complete 
explanations on poisons and Assassin's Apply Poisons skill. This mostly concerns poisons 
triggering every 20 count and that some are one time use (like Ward's effect) and only trigger at 
the end of encounter (like Acidic Blood).

• Magic Items Crafting Specialization:  Magic Item Crafting has become a Specialization that 
players can learn if they are 3rd lvl Life or 3rd lvl Flame Mage).
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Warriors are primarily fighters and can handle themselves well in heavy melee combat.  Though they all 
have similar combat strength, they achieve different goals in battle in order to win their objective.

• If your first class is a Warrior class: Gain +2 to your base HP
• Warriors cannot multi-class into any Mage classes.
• All Warriors gain Defensive Martial Arts, see below:

 

The Warrior
Classes

Defensive Martial Arts - Wearing body armor
     [Passive]
          As long as you are wearing body armor, you can block 
with your hands and forearms (arms zones 0-1) and feet 
(zone 0) as though they were shields.  Your hands count as 
weapons but they deal no damage (you can Knockout with 
them).
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Barbarian

Max Armor: Chainmail
Restrictions: Non-Mages only

In Combat Skills
1) Threat - Tag, Vitals
     [IC, Called, Mental Effect]
          Call "Threat Vitals: run in Fear!" and tag a player in the vitals to cause Fear on them for their ROR.

2) Hack - Strike, Limb, AV0
     [IC, Called, Modifier]
          Call "Hack AV0: your limb is useless." and strike a player's limb on the next strike, the damaged limb is rendered 
useless until it is healed by a class skill. Note: this Hack damage is instead of any HP damage your attack would have 
otherwise dealt.

3) Healing Factor
     [Passive, Primal]
          While conscious, you heal yourself for 1 HP 20 seconds.

4) Cap Missile Weapons
     [Passive, Resistance]
          Any damage dealt to you by missile weapons (not spells) is reduced to 1.

5) Battle Cry - 1 Mana, Aura, Convoke with a weapon in each hand
     [IC, Called, Mental Effect, Resistance]
          Call "Battle Cry: Fear Aura" to cause Fear on players within 10 feet. This skill also grants you Resistance to Fear.

6) Magic Resistance (Missile)
     [Passive, Resistance, Primal]
          You are Resistant to all missile spells used on you (even if you don't want to be).

7) Enrage: Berserk
     [Skill Improvement]
          You gain Berserk if you are damaged (note- you are not Berserk until you decide to call it).

8) Improved Healing Factor
     [Skill Improvement - Healing Factor]
          Healing Factor now also works while you are unconscious.

9) Missile Weapon Resistance
     [Skill Improvement - Cap Missile Weapons]
          You now Resist all damage from missile weapons.

10)Magic Resistance (Called)
     [Skill Improvement - Magic Resistance]
          You now Resist all Called spells used on you.
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Barbarians
     Wild and savage. They distrust magic of all kinds and put their faith in themselves before others. Always  
at the front of a battle, barbarians love the sport of combat and don’t like missile weapons. Not reliable as 
guards as they are too distractible and are rarely very intelligent. If you are a Barbarian be larger than life, 
brash, not too bright and stupidly brave.

Barbarian

Out of Combat Skills
1) Berserk - Ritual
     [OC/IC]
          After performing this Ritual on a player, they may go Berserk in the next encounter. Call "Berserk" and gain 
Adrenaline, Aggressive, and Resistance to Fear for the encounter. (See Monster section for Adrenaline & Aggressive)

2) Gladiator Skills
     [OC/IC, Passive]
          In arranged fights performed for an audience (staged, mock, or ceremonial battles) you have +1 HP and Battle 
Training: Hack.

3) Throw the Bones - 1 Mana, Ritual
     [OC/IC, Passive, Immunity, Primal]
          This Ritual may be performed on a player. The recipient is then Immune to the next Called spell that would affect them.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Intimidate - Aura
     [OC, Called, Mental Effect]
          In an Out of Combat situation, Call "Intimidate: obey or run in Fear." Anyone within 10 feet who disobeys your next 
command must run in Fear for 20 seconds.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Barbarian Tracking & Advanced Smell
     [Passive, Resistance]
          Makes you Talented in all Tracking skills and gives you Resistance to Ambush in the wild.  You also have Advanced 
Smell and can detect players within 30 feet, and can pin point them in a 20 count if within 10 feet..

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Barbarian Hordes – Must have at least two allies
     [Passive]
          Battle Cry is free in the vicinity of another party member who is Berserk. Battle Training: Berserk (gain Adrenaline, 
Aggressive, and Resistance to Fear for the encounter).

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Samurai

Max Armor: Full Plate
Restrictions: Will not use shields, Non-Mages only

In Combat Skills
1) Weapon Class Techniques 
     [IC, Passive]
          Choose one   weapon   class  : You have Armor Piercing with that weapon class.

2) Duel 
     [BC, Called, Spiritual]
          Call "Duel: Advance and fight" and indicate an opponent within 15 feet. That player must advance and engage you in 
combat. No one else can interfere until one of you is incapacitated, which ends the Duel.

3) Honor Fight - At the beginning of a Duel only
     [IC, Called, Spiritual]
          Call "Honor Fight: Winner gains a mana and a HP" At the end of the Duel the winner has 1 Mana and 1 HP restored.

4) Defy Death  - Death in 20 count.
     [IC, Called, Resistance]
          When you would fall unconscious or die, you may call “Defy Death” and remain conscious for 20 count and are 
Resistant to death and unconsciousness.  After the 20 count, you die!

5) Iaido
     [Passive, Modifier]
          Your first strike in any Duel is Damage Boosted.

6) Dueling Techniques -  AV0, During Duels only
     [IC, Called, Modifier]
          Choose a   weapon   class: While in Duels you deal AV0 with the chosen class.

7) Bow Out
     [IC, Called, Spiritual]
          Call "Bow Out: I refuse your duel" to refuse or end any type of Duel.

8) Rebuke – 1 mana, At the beginning or end of a Duel only
     [IC, Passive]
          Whenever a duel you initiated is canceled, resisted, or ended by another class skill or spell you may spend 1 mana.  Say
"Rebuke, loose that ability" and then that player becomes Incapable of that skill or spell for the rest of the encounter.

9) Final Fury
     [IC, Called, Spiritual]
          When you Defy Death the first time in an encounter you no longer die, unless you call "Final Fury" to have your 
attacks be UB and Boosted. If you do, you die when Final Fury ends.

10) Chi Strikes - 1 Mana, During Duels only
     [IC, Called, Modifier, Spiritual]
          Call "Chi Strikes Duel: My attacks Mana Drain." For the rest of the Duel, your attacks deal 1 Mana Drain instead of 
dealing damage. This effect can be combined with zone modifiers such as AV0 or UB, but not damage modifiers.
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Samurai

Out of Combat Skills
1) Resolve Conflict
     [OC, Passive]
          Can know if a player is lying. Call "Resolve Conflict: Level X" if their total levels are X or lower, they must tell you if 
they were lying or not lying. If they are above the called level, they can say they are not lying either way. X is your level in 
Samurai (stacks with Peacekeeper).

2) Law Enforcement
     [OC, Passive]
          Talented in Resolve Conflict or Peacekeeper. If on duty in town, you have Guild Officer for all classes.

3) Clan Fealty
     [OC/IC, Called, Spiritual]
          May join or create a Samurai clan, requires at least three members. All clan members may call "Clan Duel" and pay 1 
Mana to join any Duel initiated by another clan member.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Tea Ceremony - 
     [OC, Spiritual]
          Perform a tea ceremony which grants all participants Resistance to insanity from being at negative mana for the next 
encounter.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Enlightenment - 2 Mana, Ritual (once per day per Rank you are)
     [OC, Spiritual]
          Perform a Ritual of meditation. Upon completion of the Ritual, gain 1 experience point.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Hara-Kiri – 2 Mana, Ritual, Death
     [OC, Spiritual]
          Perform a Ritual in which you kill yourself and must immediately pull from the Death Bag.  If you survive this, you 
lose a death you gained today as well as the death caused by this skill.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).

Samurai
     Honor-bound and honest to the core, Samurai are often judges and referees for duels as well as devoted warriors.
Samurai prize the honor of their family above any sort of personal gain and thus strive for excellence in everything that
they do. A true Samurai wins the battle before it has begun. Strategy and personal perfection are the Samurai's way. If you
are a Samurai be calm, focused, well spoken and confident in yourself.
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Veteran

Max Armor: Full Plate
Restrictions: Non-Mages only

In Combat Skills
1) Brace - Stationary
     [BC, Called, Prevention]
          Call "Brace: Reduce the next damage." As long as you remain stationary, the next damage that would be dealt to you is 
reduced one damage bracket.

2) Partner Awaken - Tag
     [IC, Called]
          Choose a player at the beginning of the encounter.  You each have Awaken for each other (tag them and call “Awaken” 
to instantly wake from unconsciousness.  

3) Taunt Strike- Tag, Body
     [IC, Called, Mental Effect]
          Call "Taunt Strike– body” and strike a player on the body to cause them be unable go out of 15' of you (as Duel ) and 
can only deal damage to you for 20 count.

4) Intercept – Strike, take a damage.
     [IC, Called, Prevention]
          Whenever another player is dropped by an opponent, you may strike them and call “Intercept” and take 1 damage to 
prevent them from dropping.

5) Armor Wound - Must have at least 1 AV
     [IC, Called, Prevention]
          When you would take damage you may call "Armor Wound: no damage" and prevent that damage. This shatters all 
your armor (you loose all AV). You must have AV to lose in order use this skill (not usable with helm).

6) Tumble Back
    [IC, Called, Prevention]
          Call "Tumble Back: Prevented."  and take Knockback 3 and Snare to prevent all the damage from any one attack that 
has just been made on you. (note: you cannot Tumble Back if you have been Snared).

7) Battle Armor
     [Passive]
          Gain +1 HP for each Rank you are in Veteran if you have armor equipped.

8) Mystic Repair - 1 Mana, Convoke, Tag Item
     [IC, Called, Tag, Magic]
          Call “Mystic Repair” and tag an item you are using.   Until the end of the encounter, that item gains Runic and effects 
that would Destroy it render it Shattered instead.  Not usable on items that began the encounter shattered.

9) Improved Brace
     [Skill Improvement – Brace]
          If Braced you Deboosts all attacks as long as you remain stationary except in zone 4. (note- you are still standard 
Braced for zone 4 for one hit).

10) Unbreachability
     [Passive]
          Zones 0-2 count as shields for you if those zones are armored.
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Veterans
     Jaded and tough, these warriors act as if they have seen it all. Obviously they are not all seasoned warriors, but the 
training of a Veteran involves a great deal of time in battle, so even a first level Veteran has seen more action than other 
first level warriors. The strategy of the Veteran is to be an immovable wall, and hold the line. Veterans rely on defense in 
battle, always working to better ensure their protection, which is why they survive to be veterans. If you are a Veteran be 
jaded, unimpressed hard, and pessimistic. Veteran

Out of Combat Skills
1) Custom Armor Smith
     [OC]
          Can craft armor with a gold cost of up to 4 times your level in Veteran(Stacks with Blacksmith).  Materials cost is half 
of the normal gold cost of the item. Can also craft custom/special armors at half of their normal gold cost (see GM)

2) Sentry
     [OC, Passive, Immunity]
          While on guard duty, you are Immune to Ambush, Fear and Intimidation skills.

3) Improvised Armor and Shields
     [OC/IC]
          Before an encounter, you can create improvised basic armor or shields equivalent to items with a gold value of up to 
two times your level in this class. These items are destroyed at the end of the encounter.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Fortify Area - 1 Mana
     [OC/IC]
          Can build defensive fortifications to aid your allies. Defending players gain Battle Training: Brace.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Runic Armor - 1 Mana per AV
     [OC, Magic]
          Can inscribe runes in armor, granting it the ability to repair itself. Runic armor regains all lost AV in 20 count.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Master Armor Smith
     [OC]
          Can smith Master Crafted armor, which can be enchanted. Materials cost is half of the normal gold cost of the item.  
(Stacks with Blacksmith)

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Knight

Max Armor: Full Plate
Restrictions: Non-Mages only

In Combat Skills
1) Strength
     [IC, Modifier]
          You may use two-handed weapons in one hand and Carry with one hand. 

2) Knockback - Tag
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Knockback  3- Body" and tag a player on the body. That player must take 3 full paces backward.

3) Battle Charge - Convoke, Running
     [BC, Called, Modifier]
          Before Combat, call "Battle Charge" and remain running. As long as you do, on your next strike you may Convoke and
call "Convoke Knockback UB" to make that strike a UB Knockback.

4) Triumph: Healing Surge
     [IC, Called]
          When you drop an opponent in combat, you may call "Triumph: Healing Surge" and instantly heal yourself for 1 HP.

5) Improved Strength - Convoke, AV0
     [Skill Improvement - Strength]
          Gives Strength and Improved Armor Piercing: Convoke a weapon in one hand to deal AV/0 on that strike.

6) Weapon Style
     [Passive]
          Choose a Style: Two-Handed, Dual Wielding, or Weapon and Shield. While in that stance, whenever you Convoke a 
Skill, your next strike deals AV0.

7) Gifted Trample – 1 mana, Convoke, UB
     [BC, Called]
           Call “Trample” pay 1 mana, and stay in motion. As long as you remain traveling you can Convoke UB for your next 
strike only.

8) Withstand
     [IC, Prevention]
          You may choose to reduce damage dealt to you to an Impale instead of the amount called. (Reminder- you cannot use 
this ability if you are already Impaled.  If you are Impaled you are Immobilized).

9) Triumph: Boost
     [IC, Called]
          When you drop an opponent you may call "Triumph: Boost" to make your next strike Boosted.

10) Giant Strength
     [Skill Improvement - Improved Strength]
          Gives Improved Strength, Boulder Throwing (Convoke boulder in one hand and throw it to deals 1 UB damage), and 
Two Handed Convoke Damage Boost (Convoke a weapon in both hands to make that strike Damage Boosted).
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Knights
     The true glory seekers, knights are chivalrous to a point but have none of the Samurai's respect for battles. Knights are 
the weapon masters, well-armored but relying on their swift, powerful attacks and powerful strength to destroy their 
enemy before they can counter attack. Knights are the real behemoths of the battlefield, leading troops into the fray and 
slaughtering all they can. If you are a Knight be looking for glory, looking for the next powerful weapon. 

Knight

Out of Combat Skills
1) Custom Weapon Smith
     [OC]
          Can craft weapons with a gold cost up to double your level in Knight (Stacks with Blacksmith). Materials cost is half 
of the normal gold cost of the item. Can also craft custom/special weapons at half of their normal gold cost (see GM)

2) Military
     [OC]
          Can plan strategic attack and defense of locations for In Combat benefits (see GM) During war, you have Guild Officer
for all classes.

3) Improvised Weapons
     [OC/IC]
          Before an encounter, you can create improvised basic weapons equivalent to items with a gold value of up to two times
your level in this class. These items are destroyed at the end of the encounter.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Attack Formation – 1 Mana,
     [OC/IC]
          While on the offensive in an area you have Battle Training: Armor Piercing.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Runic Weapons – 1 Mana per 4 gold cost of the weapon
     [OC, Magic]
          Can inscribe runes in weapons, granting them the ability to repair themselves. Runic weapons that get shattered repair 
themselves in 20 count.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Master Weapon Smith
     [OC]
          Can smith Master Crafted weapons, which can be enchanted. Materials cost half of the normal gold cost of the item. . 
(Stacks with Blacksmith)

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
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Paladin

Max Armor: Half Plate
Restrictions: Non-Mages only

In Combat Skills
1) Jumpstart Heal - Tag
     [IC, Called, Divine]
          Call “Jumpstart Heal: Heal 1 in 20 count” and tag a player with your hand. That player counts to 20 and is then healed 
for 1 HP.

2) Might Strike -  Weapon type
     [IC, Modifier, Divine]
          Choose a specific weapon type:  You may deal Holy damage with all attacks and Magic damage with your chosen 
weapon type.

3) Minor Spell Turning Shield
     [IC, Passive, Resistance, Divine]
          Choose 1 shield type (only).   That type of shield only now deflect and redirect all UB attacks.. The missile weapon or 
spell will still affect anyone else it hits!
 
4) Bless (Self) – Cumulative Mana Cost
     [Passive, Divine]
          You are Blessed by your deity with a GM selected ability for the encounter.

5) Miraculous Recovery – Convoke with the weapon or symbol of your deity, Tag (both hands)
     [IC, Called, Divine]
          Tag another player with both hands and call “Miraculous Recovery, heal 1 HP.” to instantly heal that player for 1 HP. 
This skill cannot be used on yourself!

6) Holy Heal Aura – 1 Mana, Convoke, Aura
     [IC, Called, Divine, Aura]
          Call “Holy Heal Aura” to cause all players within 10 feet to be Instantly Healed for 1 HP.

7) Improved Might Strike – Living or Non-living
     [Skill Improvement – Might Strike]
          Choose living or non-living.  If you chose living, your skills and abilities now grant Terror damage instead of Holy.  If 
you chose non-living, you may Convoke Damage Boost vs Undead (only).

8) Spell Turning Shield
     [IC, Passive, Resistance, Divine]
          All shield types you use now deflect and redirect all UB attacks.. The missile weapon or spell will still affect anyone 
else it hits!

9) Resistant to Mental Effects & Remove Charm
     [Passive, Resistance, Divine]
          You are resistant to charms and mind controls. You can also tag a player with your hand and call “Remove Charm” to 
instantly remove any charm or binding from them (if the Binding is Passive, they are free for 20 count).

10) Righteous Aura – 1 Mana, Convoke with the weapon or symbol of your deity, Aura
     [IC, Called, Divine]
          A blessing as an Aura.  Call “Righteous Aura: (Ability text)” See GM for details.
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Paladins
     The least martial of the warriors, their outlook on life is that of the combat medic, focusing on keeping others alive on 
the front lines. Paladins are often leaders, as their charismatic charm draws followers to them and everyone likes to have a
healer on their side. Paladins see themselves as somewhat better than most others as they have magical powers that other 
warriors lack. Paladins usually have a strong guiding force in their life to help those in need and do what is right. If you 
are a Paladin be righteous, concerned for others' health, and take charge. Paladin

Out of Combat Skills
1) Divine Gift
     [OC, Passive, Divine]
          Paladins are able to maintain a Blessing from deities they are associated with for longer than normal.

2) Sense Motive and Detect Alignment Ritual - Aura/Ritual
     [OC, Called, Divine]
          Call “Sense Motive: Declare your intention” players within 10 feet must declare whether they are hostile, neutral, or 
friendly toward your party. You can also perform a Ritual on a player or object to determine it's alignment.

3) Disenchant - Ritual
     [OC, Divine]
          Can perform a Ritual to remove all magic from an item of level X or less where X is your level in Paladin. You gain 1 
Mana per level of the item at the end of the Ritual.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Exorcism - 1 Mana, Convoke with the weapon or symbol of your deity, Ritual
     [OC, Divine]
          Can perform a Ritual that permanently destroys an undead of level X or less where X is your level in Paladin. You gain
2 Mana at the end of the Ritual.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Holy Wrath
     [Modifier, Divine]
          Battle Training: Holy Damage (at the start of a battle, any allies may pay 1 mana to have a specific weapon deal Holy 
Damage for the rest of the encounter.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Undead Hunter – 1 Mana, Ritual
     [OC, Divine]
          Can perform a Ritual to summon any undead level X or less to you for a battle to the death (as a Duel). X is your level 
in Paladin.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).



[PHOTO]
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Semi-Martials are classes that fill tactical or support roles in combat. Some are very skilled in 
close combat and  have a variety of skills to achieve their aim, and others are more suited to fighting at 
range. All are classes that combine well with either Warriors or Mages, making Semi-Martials the most 
versatile class group.

• If your first class is a Semi-Martial class, gain +1 to base HP and +1 base Mana
• Semi-Martials may choose to multi-class into either Warrior or Mage later (but not both) and 

will gain the starting skill for whichever they choose (Defensive Martial Arts or Staff Touch).

 

  

The Semi-Martial
Classes
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Assassin

Max Armor: Chainmail
Restrictions: Warriors or Mages

In Combat Skills
1) Vitals Silence – One Weapon Type Only, Strike, Vitals
     [IC, Modifier or Called]
          Choose one specific weapon   type  . With the chosen weapon type you may call "Vitals Silence: for 20 count” and strike 
a player in the Vitals to render them Silenced (Can use no Called Spells or Skills) for the next 20 count.

2) Acrobatics
     [IC, Called]
          Can Climb buildings, trees, walls, etc. Stand next to a vertical object and call "Climbing", count to 5 and put your fist 
in the air against the object. You are out of reach as Soaring, but cannot leave that object without falling or climbing back 
down.  Can also call "Leap" and be Flying (but not Soaring) for 5 seconds, or Descend safely.

3) Martial Arts
     [IC, Passive]
          Your hands (zone 0 arms) count as weapons and your forearms and feet (zone 1 arms and zone 0 legs) count as shields.
 
4) Minor Weapon Mastery - AV0
     [IC, Modifier]
          Choose a weapon   type  : With the chosen type only you may make AV0 attacks.

5) Ninja Duel
     [BC, Called, Spiritual]
          Call "Ninja Duel: Advance and fight" and indicate an opponent within 15 feet. That player must advance and engage 
you in combat. No one else can interfere until one of you is incapacitated. Call "Bow Out" to end a Ninja Duel you initiated.

6) Slay - 1 Mana, Strike, Vitals
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Slay" and strike a player in the vitals to Kill them if they are damaged by the attack. (Note: if Slay is canceled by 
another skill or ability, your attack deals no damage).

7) Escape - Running
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Escape" and run away from combat. If you are not interrupted for 6 seconds, you are then out of game (place 
your fist on your head). You are out of the encounter and cannot return until it is over.

8) Advanced Martial Arts
     [Skill Improvement - Martial Arts]
          Martial Arts is now AV0.

9) Weapon Mastery - AV0
     [Skill Improvement – Weapon Mastery Minor]
          Expands your Minor Weapon Mastery to the entire class of weapons your chosen weapon is in.

10) Silence Duel - 1 Mana, Convoke, Beginning of any Duel
     [BC, Called, Spiritual]
          At the beginning of any Duel you may call “Silence Duel” to render all opponents incapable of called abilities for the 
duration of the duel.
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Assassins
     The shadiest of all the classes, assassins see life as expendable and unimportant. Even their own life is trivial, someone will 
kill them sooner or later. That’s life. Life is short and thus assassins tend to get to the point quickly, literally. Some-what of a 
martial artist, there is something Zen about the assassin’s way, not unlike the Samurai in that they have strong inner motivation, 
though care nothing for honor. Assassins try to increase hatred between people in the hopes of creating more job opportunities for
themselves. If you're an Assassin, don’t think twice about killing someone, care little for your own life and cut to the chase!

Assassin

Out of Combat Skills
1) Informant
     [OC]
          Can locate and learn about any player who is in the same town as you and whose level is X or less where X is your 
level in Assassin. (Stacks with Innkeeper)

2) Hit Man
     [OC]
          Can start encounters Hidden (see Hide).

3) Knockout Dispatch - Tag
     [OC, Called]
          Out of combat, you may tag a player as you would for Knockout and call "Knockout Dispatch: you die" to Kill that 
player.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Disguise – Costs a disguise kit phys rep.
     [OC]
          Can make yourself look like any similar species within 1 size of your own. Can even look like someone specific if you 
have spent a week preparing. A player touching you   and   asking “Do you look Disguised.” will reveal you.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Apply Poisons – 1 mana - Costs a poison kit phys rep.
     [OC]
          Before an encounter, you may treat one item with standard, fatigue, or paralysis poison (your choice).  For that 
encounter, that weapon deals that type of poison damage as well as its normal type of damage (Call the poison type as a 
modifier to the attack).

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Careful Planning
     [OC, Resistance]
          Hit Man can be used to Ambush for 1 mana (see GM). You are resistant to Ambush in towns.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Amazon

Max Armor: Half Plate
Restrictions: Warriors or Mages

In Combat Skills
1) Throwing Training
     [IC, Modifier]
          All throwing weapons, when thrown, are AV0.

2) Banding – 1 mana, Convoke, Aura
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Banding Aura: All allies gain 1HP" and spend 1 mana.   All allies within 10 feet get +1 HP until the end of the 
encounter (this bonus does not stack if you use Banding again).

3) Impale - Strike, Vitals
     [IC, Called, Modifier]
          Call "Vitals Impale: you are Immobile" and Vitals to Immobilize them until they are healed by a class skill.
 
4) Combat Shimmering
     [BC, Called]
          Call “Combat Shimmering” to be Resistant to Snare and Immobilization Effects until you are dropped or the encounter 
ends.

5) Thrown Elite
     [Skill Improvement - Throwing Training]
          Throwing weapons you use in melee are AV0.

6) Flying
     [IC, Passive, Primal]
          Can be Flying, allowing you to move across water and similar obstacles. You may also call "Soaring", count to 6 and 
put a fist in the air. You're then out of range of all non-missile attacks and can't use any non-missile attacks or retrieve any 
thrown items/spells. Call "Descending" and count to 6 to return to the ground and be back in range and able to retrieve items.

7) Penetrate - 1 Mana, Convoke with a missile weapon
     [IC, Called, Modifier]
          Call "Penetrate: UB Impale" on your next attack with the convoked missile weapon to make the next attack with that 
weapon deal UB Impale.

8) Dive Bomb – Descend, Vitals.
     [IC, Called]
          Can Descend from Soaring and immediately make a Vitals attack with damage boosted by one bracket. 

9) Howling Gale - 1 Mana, Convoke, Stationary, Sustained Aura
     [IC, Called, Resistance, Primal]
          Call "Howling Gale” and as long as you remain Stationary and Convoking players within 10 feet are Resistant to 
Missile attacks.  You may also Call “Knockback Burst” and indicate a player within 15 feet who takes Knockback.

10) Whirlwind Aura - Descend, Convoke (tag the ground), Aura
      [IC, Called, Primal]
           Immediately after Descending from Soaring, you may tag the ground and call  "Whirlwind Aura: Knockback 3, 
Awaken!" to Knockback and then Awaken all players within 10 feet.
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Amazons
     People of the sea, they are never very comfortable far from a large body of water. Amazons are wanderers and like to 
be on the move. Amazons tend to be humble in that they understand that nature is greater than they are and respect it for 
that. Amazons are matriarchal and thus if you are a male Amazon, do not take charge, you would be unfamiliar with that. 
If you are an Amazon crave water and sailing, go with the flow, keep on the move and keep things ship shape.

Amazon

Out of Combat Skills
1) Swimming
     [Passive]
          You can enter and move through water without drowning.

2) Corsair
     [Passive]
          Can sail ships up to X moves away from shore. X is your level in Amazon (stacks with Small Boat Sailor).

3) Skill Share - Tag
     [Passive]
          At the start of an encounter, tag a player. They gain a copy of a class ability you
have until end of encounter if it is the same Rank as them or lower

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Cartographer
     [Passive]
          Can read and make maps, know compass directions, and discover your location. (Stacks with Reading and Writing)

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Sense Weather - 1 Mana
     [OC]
          Can tell the weather one move in each direction and up to three days in advance. Accuracy of 5% per level in Amazon.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Shipwright
     [OC]
          Can build ships whose quality level is equal to your level in Amazon.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Archer

Max Armor: Chainmail
Restrictions: Warriors or Mages

In Combat Skills
1) Archery Proficiency
     [IC, Modifier]
          Can fire bows without touching the string between shots.  You may block with a bow without needing to restring it.  
You can use arrows as though they were knives.

2) Disarm - Tag, arm
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Disarm- arm" and tag the arm of a player (zones 0-2) to make that player drop whatever they are holding in that 
hand. Does not work on shields, as they are strapped on. The item must hit the ground before it can be retrieved.

3) Multi Shot
     [IC]
          Can throw or shoot up to 3 missile weapons as one attack.
 
4) Crit– Convoke an item type, Stationary, Vitals
      [IC, Called, Modifier]
           Choose one weapon type only.  You may be stationary, convoke with that weapon (only), and call “Crit" to deal 5
Vitals on your next attack with that weapon.

5)  Energy Blast Arrow -  Ball, UB
     [IC, Called, Magic]
          Call "Energy Blast Arrow" and throw an orange ball packet.   This ball attacks as if it where one of your arrows (for 
damage and modifier purposes) but is UB and deals magic damage.

6) Archery Elite
     [Skill Improvement - Archery Proficiency]
          Arrows you fire deal base 5 damage.

7) Disarm Knockback
     [Skill Improvement - Disarm]
          Call "Disarm Knockback" instead, and if the player is Disarmed they then take Knockback as well.

8) Accuracy - Convoke, Stationary
      [IC, Called, Magic, Primal]
          Convoke, Call “Accuracy!” and be stationary (and use no attacks or abilities) while convoking for 5 count without 
being interrupted (hit with anything).  As long as you remain stationary, the next use of one item you are wielding taken on an
opponent is Warded (Warded attacks cut through resistances).

9) Crit Elite - Convoke, Stationary, Vitals
      [IC, Called, Modifier]
           You may now use any weapon to “Crit” with.  Call “Crit Elite" instead if you do.

10) Arcane Archery- 1 Mana
     [IC, Called, Missile Spell, Magic]
          You have Missile Spell Strike (Ray only) with any arrow you fire.  You may use your Energy Blast Arrow to cast Ball 
spells this way as well.
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Archers
     As precise and accurate as a well-crafted arrow, archers don’t mess around. They prefer to keep their distance, as that is
where they are the most effective, never letting anyone get too close to them. Archers are direct and focused and thus 
make the best guards. Ever vigilant, archers are always looking ahead as, if taken by surprise, they are easily killed. If you
are playing an Archer be direct, and on target, sturdy and perhaps high strung, watchful of the future and of your back.

Archer

Out of Combat Skills
1) Gamesman & Huntsman
     [OC]
          Can discover the species of all creatures near your current location if their level is X or less, where X is your level in 
Archer. (Stacks with Hunter)

2) Improvised Arrows
     [OC/IC]
          Before an encounter, you can create up to 10 arrows from scavenged materials. These arrows are destroyed at the end 
of the encounter.
          
3) Ballista
     [OC/IC]
          Can build Ballista's of quality level equal to your level in Archer.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Archer Brigade – Must have at least two allies who are using bows.
     [Passive]
          In the vicinity of another party member who is using a Bow arrows you shoot deal Boosted Damage. Battle Training: 
Multi-Shot.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Reflexes
     [OC/IC]
          You are Resistant to Disarm and can catch missile weapons in mid flight.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Watchman
      [OC, Passive]
           Can set up a watch on an area, while you are on guard there you have Scouting and Limited Spirit Guide (can see 
spirits only).  Battle Training: Scouting and Limited Spirit Guide - allies may pay 1 Mana to gain Scouting and Limited 
Spirit Guide for the encounter.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
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Thief

Max Armor: Chainmail
Restrictions: Warriors or Mages

In Combat Skills
1) Hide - Stationary, Out of direct sunlight
     [BC, Called]
          While out of direct sunlight, call "Hide" and count down from your size. When you reach 0, you are Hidden and may 
put your hand over your face to indicate you cannot be seen. This lasts until you move or attack.

2) Discard – drop an item
     [IC, Called, Modifier]
          When you would take damage on an arm (only), you may call “Discard: no damage” and drop an item you are holding 
to prevent the damage.

3) Shimmering 
      [Passive]
          You are Resistant to Snare and Immobilization Effects.
 
4) Unglue (1 mana optional)
     [IC, Called, Spiritual]
          You can Search unconscious players in just 5 seconds and may take searchable items even if they are Glued. Call 
"Unglued Search: (name one type)" and count to 5, the player then must turn over any of the named type. You can also pay 1 
Mana, tag a player with your hand, call "Unglued Loot" to loot a Glued item from that player.

5) Combo – AV0
     [IC, Modifier]
          After activating a Called skill (not spell), your next Strike deals AV0.

6) Stealth & Backstab - Vitals
 [IC, Called, Modifier]
 You can now move while using Hide. You must count to your size between each step. You may also make a Vitals attack 
from hiding which is boosted one damage bracket higher (1 to 5 to 10). 

7) Disable -  Ray, AV0
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Disable: (name a skill or spell)" and throw a yellow packet. Anyone hit becomes Incapable of the named skill or 
spell until the end of the encounter. Until the end of the encounter, you may only use Disable that skill or spell from players 

8) Improved Disable - Ball, UB
     [Improved Skill - Disable]
          Gain a yellow sockball with which you can Disable, but still may only choose one skill/spell to make Incapable per 
encounter.

9) Master Rogue - Convoke
     [IC, Called]
          Count to your 20 then call "Master Rogue: (name a skill/spell)" to gain the named skill/spell until the end of the 
encounter or you use Master Rogue again to replace it with a different one. You may name any one IN skill/spell of Rank 0-1.

10) Misdirect - 1 Mana
     [IC, Called]
          When you would take damage from a melee attack, you may call "Misdirect: deal yourself X damage". If you do, 
prevent the attack and the attacker deals themselves X instead. (But they do not take any modifiers such as Slay or Impale)
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Thieves
     Almost as shady as the Assassin, a Thief is a bit more socially oriented and has a much greater care for her own life. 
Thieves are the flip side of the Samurai and tend to follow laws and tell the truth only if it serves their purpose. Always 
trying to make a profit, thieves are the businessmen of the world and will cheat you without blinking an eyelash, that is 
their job. If you are playing a thief, lie and make up stories, be ever watchful for a chance to search or loot and look for 
the profit angle, never doing anything for free. Thief

Out of Combat Skills
1) Glue
     [OC, Spiritual]
          Can "Glue" items to players (binding them to that character's spirit) so that they can not be taken (searched or looted) 
by other players.

2) Barter
     [Passive]
          Items you buy cost 1% less per level you have in Thief. (Stacks with Trader)

3) Lie
     [Passive, Resistance]
          You Resist effects that detect the truth or your motives. You may give whichever response you like to such abilities.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Pickpocket and Lift - Requires a Thief Ring
     [OC]
          Can instantly Search players level X or less whose belt you can successfully hook a Thief Ring onto. You can also 
subtly loot items in this way, see GM. X is your level in Thief. (Stacks with Arts)

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Death Grip and Stash
     [Passive, Resistance, Spiritual]
          You are Resistant to Unglue effects. If you leave your body as a wisp, Glued items will go Ethereal with you.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Master Burglar
     [OC]
          Can find and case locations for burglaries and can arrange access to a location and the goods within. See GM.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Ranger

Max Armor: Full Plate
Restrictions: Warriors or Mages

In Combat Skills
1) Endure
     [IC, Prevention]
          You may choose to reduce damage dealt to you to a Hack of the limb hit instead of the amount called. (Hacked Limbs 
are useless.

2) Snare - Tag, Limb
     [IC, Called]
          Call "Snare- leg. Pinned for 20 count" and tag a player's leg (zone 0-2). They cannot move that leg for 20 count.

3) Minor Spell Turning Weapons
     [IC, Passive, Resistance, Magic]
          Choose one weapon type only: That weapon now deflects all UB attack for you.
 
4) Minor Shatter - Convoke, Tag, Item, 1 Mana
     [IC, Called]
          Choose one weapon type only: With that weapon only you may call "Shatter: item" and tag an item to render that item 
Shattered (note: Shattered weapons deal no damage, shattered shields don't block AV0, and shattered armor gives no AV).

5) Stamina & Endurance
     [Passive, Resistance]
          You remain conscious and can function normally while at negative Mana until you reach -4 Mana, at which point you 
die as usual. You are still on your Insanity Count while in the negatives. You also have Endurance (never tire while running).

6) Adrenaline Elite
     [Passive, Resistance]
          You Resist Unconsciousness. You Resist Knockout effects and function normally at negative HP and Mana until -3 HP,
at which point you drop. Any further damage or mana drains will kill you. You are still on your Death/Insanity Count while in
the negatives!

7) Hunter
     [IC, Modifier]
          Choose 4 creature types OR a class of creatures: you may deal Boosted Damage versus the chosen types.

8) Spell Turning Weapons
     [Skill Improvement – Spell Turning Weapons]
          Items you wield now deflect all UB attacks.

9) Shatter
     [Skill Improvement – Minor Shatter]
          You may now Shatter with any item.

10) Avoid
     [IC, Called, Prevention]
          Call "Avoid [name of skill]" to Prevent the effect of any class skill (not spell) as it is used on you.
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Rangers
     The true wanderer, they are a bit like Amazons of the land. Always on the move and scouting about, rangers never like 
to have much responsibility if they can help it and prefer to be on their own. Gritty and worn like old leather, these 
characters are unflinching and realistic at all times. If you are playing a Ranger, keep watch, seek solitude, long for the 
woods and be introspective.

Ranger

Out of Combat Skills
1) Track & Species Lore
     [OC]
          Can track anyone level X or less and know details such as group size, equipment.  X is your level in Ranger. (Stacks 
with Tracking).  Can recognize different species types (not undead) and know their basic attributes (HP, Mana, innate skills) 

2) Scouting
     [Passive]
          You can see Hiding players.

3) Wilderness Healing - In wilderness areas only
     [Passive, Primal]
          While in the wild, you have Improved Healing Factor [while in the negatives only].

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Story Telling
     [OC]
          You can tell a story (must last at least 10 minutes) at the end of which, any player who listened may pay 1 Mana to gain
1 experience point. For every 10 levels you have in Ranger, you may reduce the cost to one listener by 1 Mana (to 0) OR 
increase the experience gain to 2 points (max). (Stacks with Theater Arts, Historian and Musician)

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Hunting Party - Must have at least 10 allies
     [OC/IC Modifier]
          Must have at least 10 allies.  Before a mission you can form a Hunting Party of at least 10 allies and choose one 
creature type. For that mission you (only) can deal 5 damage with all attacks versus that specific type. At the beginning of an 
encounter you may pay 1 Mana to change to species you chose for Hunting Party.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Wilderness Energy - In wilderness areas only
     [Passive, Primal]
          While in the wild, Improved Energy Factor (at negative mana only with max restore = Rank in Range per encouter).  

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Mages wield powerful magical spells and each class has a
different approach, but are generally all quite vulnerable in

direct combat. Thus most mages prefer to hang back and cast at their enemies from afar or use their 
magic to control the flow of a battle while avoiding messy melees.

• If your first class is a Mage class, gain +2 to base Mana and an additional +1 magic item tier
• Mages cannot wear any armor as it disrupts their ability to cast. They can put armor on, but will 

lose all spells while wearing it. (This does not include shields)
• Mages cannot multi-class into any Warrior classes.
• All Mages gain Staff Touch, see below:

The Mage
Classes

Staff Touch - Wielding a Mage Lore item
     [Passive]
          Any Mage Lore item you wield counts as your hand 
(can cast Touch Spells though them etc.) Mage Lore items 
also count as weapons for you (you can deal damage with 
them).
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Flame Mage

Max Armor: N/A
Restrictions: Non-Warriors only

In Combat Skills
1)  Scald Touch
     Call “Scald Touch UB: I disable your limb for 20 count.”  Targets limb is disabled (as hack) for 20 count (note- this cannot
be healed).

2) Flame Ray -  Ray, AV0
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Flame Ray: I deal 5 AV0" and throw a red packet to deal 5 Fire damage.

3) Fireball - Ball, UB
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Fireball: I deal 5 UB" and throw a red sockball to deal 5 Fire damage.
 
4) Melting Grasp - 1 Mana, Invoke, Tag
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Melting Grasp: I shatter your item" and tag an item with your hand to Shatter it.  (note: Shattered weapons deal 
no damage, shattered shields don't block AV0, and shattered armor gives no AV).

5) Crown of Flames – (1 Mana, Invoke, Aura)
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Burning Touch: I deal 1 UB" and Touch a player to deal 1 Fire damage.  Call “Inferno Aura: 1 damage to all.” to 
deal 1 damage to all players within 10 feet.
         
6) Temporary Charm – 1 mana, body tag?
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call “Temporary Charm: 20 count” and tag a player.  They are charmed for 20 count.  Note you may only charm a 
number of players per encounter equal to your magic item Tier (as normal Charm).

7) Bellows – 1 mana per encounter, Invoke, Stationary
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Bellows" to boost the damage of your next spell by one damage bracket (1 to 5 to 10). You must stay stationary 
or Bellows ends.

8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Flame)
     [Skill Improvement - Flame Ray/Fireball]
          If you have Flame Ray and/or Fireball, you get one additional packet and/or ball. Can multi-cast like spells.

9) Fire Control and Resistance
     [IC, Modifier, Passive, Spell, Resistance, Magic]
          Your weaponed (not spell) attacks may deal Magic Fire, and you are Resistant to Fire.

10)  Scorch (Minor) – 1 mana, Body Tag
 Scorch: Invoke, 1 mana, body tag: call a passive ability and they lose it for the encounter. You can only scorch INs in combat
and OUTs out of combat
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Flame Mages
     Fierce and brazen, these mages are always at war. The arms dealers of the world, their magic is completely focused on 
destruction and thus they seek to create bigger and better ways to blow things up. Passionate, wild and a bit chaotic, these 
mages like the mountains and underground spaces. If you are playing a Flame Mage be hot tempered, war-like, ready for 
battle, and consuming everything.

Flame Mage

Out of Combat Skills
1) Mage Torch
     [Called, Spell, Magic]
          Can create fire on your hand at will. Call "Mage Torch" to create a light on your hand that illuminates dark areas out to 
100 feet. Your hand counts as a torch (can be used to light things on fire).

2) Self Detonate - 1 Mana, Ritual
     [OC/IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Can perform a Ritual on a player which causes the next standard missile spell cast on that player to Detonate. That 
player takes the effect and calls "(Name of Spell) Aura" and everyone within 10 feet also takes the effect.

3) Mana Storing Item
     [Passive, Spell, Magic]
          At the start of the day choose a mage lore item you own which stores mana = your Magic Item Tier.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Elder Sorcery Words - Ritual
     [OC, Magic]
          Can create spells with Elder Sorcery of this mage class. These spells are limited to Ritual delivery. You can learn up to 
X Celestial words and up to half of X words of this class from the Elder Sorcery Word List (Order of Power 1 only) where X 
is your level in this class. See GM for details and spell creation.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Elder Sorcery Delivery
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          You can create Elder Sorcery spells with deliveries other than Ritual (Touch, Ball, Aura, Sphere, etc.) See GM.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Elder Sorcery OP
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          Can now learn and use words from this class's list and the Celestial list with an Order of Power of up to half your level 
in this class.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Storm Mage

Max Armor: N/A
Restrictions: Non-Warriors only

In Combat Skills
1) Ice Damage
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Your weapon attacks may deal Ice damage.  Anyone who is dropped or killed by Ice is frozen for 20 count.

2) Lightning Ray -  Ray, AV0
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Lightning Ray: I deal 5 AV0" and throw a blue packet to deal 5 damage.

3) Ice Ball - Ball, UB
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Ice Ball: I Freeze you for your 20 count." and throw a blue sockball to freeze a player for 20 count.
 
4) Dispel Magic - Invoke, Aura
     [IC, Called, Spell, Prevention, Magic]
          Call "Dispel Magic: (name of spell)" to cancel the named spell as it is being cast but before it takes effect, as long as 
you are within 10 feet of either the player casting the spell or the spell itself (for example, a missile spell passing by you).

5) Crown of Ice - (1 Mana, Invoke, Aura)
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Shock Touch: I Freeze you for your 20 count" and Touch a player to Freeze them for their 20 count.  Call 
"Blizzard Aura: I Freeze all for 20 count" to Freeze all players within 10 feet for 20 count.

6) Displace- Missile Spell Combo
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Whenever you cast a missile spell, you may immediately call “Displace” and go out of game (fist on your head) for the 
next 5 count and must move in one direction (line of sight only) for the duration, at which point you reappear.

7) Spell Trigger
     [IC, Passive, Spell, Magic]
          Whenever you are dropped in combat you may cast any one spell you have in response. Call "Triggered" and then the 
spell's normal call. (This spell counts as its own source)

8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Storm)
     [Skill Improvement - Lightning Ray/Ice Ball]
          If you have Lightning Ray and/or Ice Ball, you get one additional packet and/or ball. Can multi-cast like spells.

9) Reflect Magic - 1 Mana, Invoke, Aura
     [IC, Called, Spell, Prevention, Magic]
          Call "Reflect Magic: (name of spell)" to reflect the named spell (as it is being cast, if it is within 10 feet) back on the 
caster, who takes the effect instead of the intended target.

10) Effects Resistance
     [Passive, Spell, Resistance, Magic]
          You resist the effects of all skills (not spells), even if you don't want to.
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Storm Mages
     The true wonder seeker, these mages are the philosophers of the world, always seeking out more knowledge and more 
wisdom. The Storm Mage is a logician, a tactical intellectual who prefers to neutralize opponents rather than destroy 
them. Often cold, the Storm Mage is also tumultuous and crafty. If you are playing a Storm Mage, be curious, hungry for 
information, always in the clouds, tricky and clever, eluding rather than confronting.

Strom Mage

Out of Combat Skills
1) Identify - Ritual
     [OC, Spell, Magic]
          Can perform a Ritual to learn about a thing and it's properties, such as determining the abilities of a magic item. Works 
on subjects up to level X, where X is your level in Storm Mage. (Stacks with Historian)

2) Glyph of Protection - 1 Mana, Ritual
     [OC/IC, Spell, Magic]
          This Ritual may be performed on yourself or another player. The recipient is then Immune to the next Called skill that 
would affect them.

3) Teleport - 1 Mana, Ritual
     [OC, Spell, Magic]
          Can transport a player from one spot to another location that you have studied and which is within 2X miles where X is
your total level in all Mage classes.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Elder Sorcery Words - Ritual
     [OC, Magic]
          Can create spells with Elder Sorcery of this mage class. These spells are limited to Ritual delivery. You can learn up to 
X Celestial words and up to half of X words of this class from the Elder Sorcery Word List (Order of Power 1 only) where X 
is your level in this class. See GM for details and spell creation.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Elder Sorcery Delivery
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          You can create Elder Sorcery spells with deliveries other than Ritual (Touch, Ball, Aura, Sphere, etc.) See GM.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Elder Sorcery OP
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          Can now learn and use words from this class's list and the Celestial list with an Order of Power of up to half your level 
in this class.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Life Mage

Max Armor: N/A
Restrictions: Non-Warriors only

In Combat Skills
1) Healing Touch – Invoke, Touch
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Healing Touch I cleanse you, heal in 20 count" and Touch a player. All Poison or Venom effects are removed 
instantly and then that player counts to 20 and is healed for 1 HP.

2) Light Ray -  Ray, AV0
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Light Ray: I pacify you." and throw a white packet. Anyone hit is Pacified (deals no damage for 20 count)

3) Medicine Ball - Ball, UB
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Medicine Ball: I heal 1 damage" and throw a white sock-ball to heal anyone hit for 1 HP instantly.
 
4) Ward - Invoke, Tag
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Ward: this item ignores all resistances" and tag an item with your hand. The next use (only) of that item (until the 
end of the encounter) ignores all Resistances. The player using the item adds "Spell Warded" to any call they make on that 
use.  This spell can only Ward that item for the rest of the encounter.

5) Crown of Light - (1 Mana, Invoke, Aura)
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
           Call "Light Touch UB: I pacify you." and tag a player (UB). Anyone hit is Pacified (deals no damage for 20 count). 
Call "Light Aura: Pacify all in 10 feet". All players within 10 feet are Pacified (deal no damage for their 20 count).

6) Rebirth - 1 Mana, Invoke, Tag (both hands)
     [IC, Called, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          Call "Rebirth: rise and live again" and tag a Dead player with both hands. That player is instantly Resurrected and 
Conscious.

7) Sleep Strike  - 1 Mana, Invoke, Strike
     [Passive, IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call “Sleep Strike AV0: you are unconscious.” Anyone hit (AV0) is rendered unconscious.

8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Life)
     [Skill Improvement - Light Ray/Medicine Ball]
          If you have Light Ray and/or Medicine Ball, you get one additional packet and/or ball. Can multi-cast like spells.

9) Transcend - Invoke, -1 base HP
     [BC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Transcend" to instantly restore all of your Mana. You have -1 to your base HP for the rest of the day, which is 
restored after a full night's rest.

10) Energy Shield- Passive
     [Passive, Spell, Resistance, Spiritual, Magic]
          All mana drains and damage dealt to you are capped at 1 (note- cap triggers after prevention)
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Life Mages
     The true healers of the world, they are committed to sustaining all life. The truly altruistic characters, Life Mages are 
known to enter battles on neither side, healing anyone and everyone who they can. Obsessed with keeping people alive 
and conquering death, Life Mages are not as righteous as the Paladin but much more humble and kind. Shying away from 
combat, they prefer to stand behind the troops, healing when needed. If you are playing a Life Mage be helpful, kind and 
loving, protective but committed to saving lives and fighting death. Life Mage

Out of Combat Skills
1) Resurrect - Ritual
     [OC, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          Brings any Dead player back to life if they have died in the past X days (X is your level in Life).

2) Cure Disease and Mental Illness- 1 Mana, Ritual
     [OC, Spell, Magic]
          Can cure minor diseases and mental illnesses. 

3) Blessing – Cumulative Cost, Ritual.
     [OC, Spell, Magic]
          You may Bless the party with one of a selection of GM selected abilities based on your deity affiliation (see GM)  

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Elder Sorcery Words - Ritual
     [OC, Magic]
          Can create spells with Elder Sorcery of this mage class. These spells are limited to Ritual delivery. You can learn up to 
X Celestial words and up to half of X words of this class from the Elder Sorcery Word List (Order of Power 1 only) where X 
is your level in this class. See GM for details and spell creation.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Elder Sorcery Delivery
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          You can create Elder Sorcery spells with deliveries other than Ritual (Touch, Ball, Aura, Sphere, etc.) See GM.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Elder Sorcery OP
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          Can now learn and use words from this class's list and the Celestial list with an Order of Power of up to half your level 
in this class.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill tat relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Necromancer

Max Armor: N/A
Restrictions: Non-Warriors only

In Combat Skills
4) Triumph: Fear Burst
     [IC, Called, Spell, Mental Effect, Magic]]
          When you drop an opponent in combat, you may call "Triumph: Fear Burst" and indicate a player within 10 feet who 
then takes Fear.

2) Death Ray -  Ray, AV0
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Death Ray: I kill you" and throw a black packet to Kill anyone hit.

3) Terror Ball - Ball, UB
     [IC, Called, Spell, Magic]
          Call "Terror Ball: I deal 5 Terror damage" and throw a black sockball to deal 5 Terror damage (resists healing for the 
rest of the encounter).

4) Spirit Bury - (1 mana optional), Invoke, Tag
     [IC, Called, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          Tag a down player with your hand to trap their spirit in their body until the encounter ends (+10 min per mana you 
choose to spend) or they get up again. You heal 1 HP in 20 count.

5) Crown of Fear - (1 Mana, Invoke, Aura)
     [IC, Called, Spell, Mental Effect, Magic]
          Call "Fear Touch: I scare you." and Touch a player to cause Fear on them for 20 count.  Call "Fear Aura: Run in Fear!" 
to cause Fear on all players within 10 feet.

6) Zombify - Invoke, Touch
     [IC, Called, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          Call "Zombify Touch" and Touch a dead ally (whose spirit is still present). They may become a Zombie until the end of
the encounter that is Bound to you. (See Zombies in Monster section)

7) Necromantic Control
     [IC, Passive, Spell, Resistance, Magic]
          You are Resistant to Necromancer spells but can now be hurt by healing as if you were Undead.  You have Adrenaline 
(see Monster section).  Summon the Dead can be cast  INSTANTLY  for 1 extra mana (Call “Instant Summon the Dead.”)

8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Necro)
     [Skill Improvement - Death Ray/Terror Ball]
          If you have Death Ray and/or Terror Ball, you get one additional packet and/or ball. Can multi-cast like spells.

9) Soul Drain - Invoke, Strike, AV0
     [IC, Modifier/Called, Spell, Magic]
          Can Invoke and strike for 1 AV0 Mana Drain. Any time you drop someone with a Mana Drain, you may call "Soul 
Drain" and count to 20 to gain 1 Mana. (Does not stack, can only gain 1 Mana per 20 count in this way)

10) Spirit Pact
     [Passive, Spiritual]
          Choose an Outsider type: (i.e. Spirit, Elemental, Celestial, etc.) You strike a bargain with a being or beings from 
another realm. Gain abilities based on your pact, but you must also fulfill your end of the bargain and follow any rules from 
the pact. See GM for details!
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Necromancers
     The true dealer of death, Necromancers are most at home in the cemetery digging up future minions. Shunned by most 
of society, these dark mages are not necessarily evil, they simply see death as full of potential energy while others see it as
the end of life. Necromancers fear nothing, as they are always facing death. If you are playing a Necromancer be unafraid,
kill without remorse and be interested in dead bodies, close to death yourself, almost in another world.

Necromancer

Out of Combat Skills
1) Summon the Dead - Ritual
     [OC, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          If the spirit of a dead player is in your presence, you can reform their body and return their spirit to it. You can sense 
which part of their remains their spirit is in.

2) Spirit Guide
     [OC, Passive, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          Can see, hear, speak to, and carry Ethereal spirits.

3) Ethereal Travel - 1 mana, Ritual 
     [OC, Spell, Spiritual, Magic]
          Can perform a ritual to gain Ethereal Shift for the next encounter.  Can count to 20 to go Ethereal.  You can also count 
to 20 while Ethereal to manifest back in the material plane.  Any items that are Glued to you travel with you when you go 
Ethereal in this way.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Elder Sorcery Words - Ritual
     [OC, Magic]
          Can create spells with Elder Sorcery of this mage class. These spells are limited to Ritual delivery. You can learn up to 
X Celestial words and up to half of X words of this class from the Elder Sorcery Word List (Order of Power 1 only) where X 
is your level in this class. See GM for details and spell creation.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Elder Sorcery Delivery
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          You can create Elder Sorcery spells with deliveries other than Ritual (Touch, Ball, Aura, Sphere, etc.) See GM.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Elder Sorcery OP
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          Can now learn and use words from this class's list and the Celestial list with an Order of Power of up to half your level 
in this class.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).
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Nature Mage

Max Armor: N/A
Restrictions: Non-Warriors only

In Combat Skills
1) Hibernation 
     [Passive, Prevention, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          If you are down, damage dealt to you is Deboosted, until you are moved or up again.
          
2) Empathic Ray - Ray, AV0, take 1 damage and heal in 20 count.
     [IC, Called, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Call "Empathic Ray: I heal you" or "I deal 5 damage" and throw a green packet to heal 1 HP or deal 5 damage to 
anyone hit.  This spell requires you to be dealt one damage and triggers healing 1 HP in 20 count (as Jumpstart Heal).

3) Treeform Ball - Ball, UB
     [IC, Called, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Call "Treeform Ball: I change you into a tree" and throw a green sockball to change anyone hit into a tree (Trees can't 
act or be affected). That player can freely revert (if conscious) or anyone else may tag them and pay 1 Mana to revert them.
You can throw this spell and call "Revert" to revert other players for free.

4) Brute Form - 1 Mana, Invoke,
     [IC, Called, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Call “Brute Form” to gain Martial Arts, and an Animal Ability or Stat from the common animal ability chart (See GM).
You also gain animal tendencies while in Brute Form (fire causes fear, etc).  This lasts the rest of the encounter.

5) Crown of Vines - (1 Mana, Invoke, Aura)
     [IC, Called, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Call "Earthbind: I Immobilize you, Lose Flying" and tag a player. They are Immobilized and lose Flying for 20 count.  
Call "Earthbind Aura: I Immobilize all, Lose Flying". Players within 10' are Immobilized and lose Flying for 20 count.

6) Force Field – 1 Mana
     [IC, Called, Prevention, Spell, Magic]
          Call “Force Field: next damage deboosted.”  The next damage dealt to you (only) is deboosted.

7) Regeneration Touch - Invoke, Touch
     [IC, Called, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Call "Regeneration Touch: You gain Regenerating for 20 count" and Touch a player. That player gains Regenerating 
(see Monster section) for 20 count. (Note: this can be used on Dead players!)

8) Amplify Ray and Ball (Nature)
     [Skill Improvement - Empathic Ray/Treeform Ball]
          If you have Empathic Ray and/or Treeform Ball, you get one additional packet and/or ball. Can multi-cast like spells.

9) Unforge - 1 Mana, Invoke, Tag
     [IC, Called, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Call "Unforge" and tag an item with your hand to Destroy it. Works on both normal and magic items.

10) Wildborn
     [Skill Improvement - Feralborn]
          Gain an Animal ability from the common animal ability chart (see GM). Can speak with plants/animals.
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Nature Mages
     The enchanter of the woods, these wandering spell casters resemble Rangers in their wanderlust. More comfortable 
with animals than people, Nature Mages are always heading to the woods and keeping to themselves. Ever in defense of 
the land, Nature Mages are like environmentalists. Nature Mages are in tune with the world at all times. If you are playing
a Nature Mage be reclusive, avoiding people if you can, happy in nature and eager to leave any civilization.

Nature Mage

Out of Combat Skills
1) Oracle and Familiar – Cumulative Mana per day, Ritual
     [OC, Passive, Spell, Spiritual/Primal, Magic]
          Can perform a Ritual to ask a question of the universe (or a particular deity) and receive an answer in the form of a 
vision. Accuracy rate is 7% per level you have in Nature Mage (see GM for results). Can also perform a one-time ritual to 
acquire an animal Familiar with whom you can communicate (see GM).

2) Wilderness Aspect - Ritual
     [OC/IC, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Perform a Ritual to grant all party members gain Hide for one terrain type until the end of the next encounter. These 
players gain Battle Training: Stealth for that terrain type as well until the end of the next encounter.

3) Polymorph – Cumulative Cost per form, Ritual
     [OC/IC, Spell, Primal, Magic]
          Selects 5 non-magical animals.  Can perform a ritual to change yourself into one of these animals.  Glued items you are
wearing will be inside the changed form.  You have none of your skills or spells while in this form.  You may call “Bestial 
Shift” and count to 20 without being interrupted (hit with anything) to change back and forth between the chosen animal and 
your real form until you call "Revert" to instantly change back into your real form and end this spell.

4) Scholarly Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
           You may stack level based abilities with other members of your class.  The first time in an encounter you use a 
Skill/Spell from this class that takes 10 minutes, it takes 5 instead.

5) Elder Sorcery Words - Ritual
     [OC, Magic]
          Can create spells with Elder Sorcery of this mage class. These spells are limited to Ritual delivery. You can learn up to 
X Celestial words and up to half of X words of this class from the Elder Sorcery Word List (Order of Power 1 only) where X 
is your level in this class. See GM for details and spell creation.

6) Guild Officer
     [Passive]
          You have Guild Share (as Skill Share) (members of this class only).

7) Elder Sorcery Delivery
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          You can create Elder Sorcery spells with deliveries other than Ritual (Touch, Ball, Aura, Sphere, etc.) See GM.

8) Combat Discipline
     [OC, Passive]
          If you are Rank 2 in this class, gain +1 HP or Mana.  The first time in an encounter you use a Skill/Spell from this class
that costs a mana, it costs 1 less mana instead.

9) Elder Sorcery OP
     [Skill Improvement -Elder Sorcery Words]
          Can now learn and use words from this class's list and the Celestial list with an Order of Power of up to half your level 
in this class.

10) Guild Mastery & Customize
     [Passive] 
          Guild Mastery: You can teach any skill you have in this class.  Your total level counts as your level in this class.  
Customize:  Create a new GM approved skill that relates to this class or modify an existing skill within this class (see GM).



Key-words and Terms
Attacks

• Strike - Strikes are made with weapons, generally 
deal damage, and are stopped by armor or can be 
blocked with a weapon or shield. Simple weaponed 
attacks are considered Strikes,.

• Tag - Tags are made with a weapon (unless stated 
otherwise) and have their effect if they contact a 
players body (unless stated otherwise). Tags are not 
AV0, but simply ignore armor and only need to make 
contact. Tags can usually be blocked by a weapon or 
shield.

• Touch - Touches are made with your hand and are 
always UB.

Deliveries
• Aura - Effects delivered by an Aura affect everyone 

within a 10 foot radius of the caster.

• Ball - Balls (colored sockball) are always UB and 
must be thrown to have their effect.

• Ray - Rays (colored packets) are always AV0 and 
must be thrown to have their effect.

• Ritual - Rituals generally take 10 minutes to 
perform and are usually performed Out of Combat. A 
Ritual has it's effect once it has been successfully 
completed.

Zone Modifiers
• AV0 - This attack cuts through armor

• UB - This attack cuts through armor and cannot be 
blocked. It has its effect if it contacts a player's body 
or anything they are holding, carrying or wearing.

Damage Types
• Hack - Hack is a kind of damage that can renders a 

limb or other body part useless. A Hack to the torso 
(zones 3-4) render you Slow. Hacks remain until 
healed by a class skill which would restore at least 1 
HP. It takes the full use of a skill to heal a Hack (so 
any points of healing beyond the first are unused).

• Terror - Taking Terror damage makes a player 
resistant to healing for their ROR in minutes. Any 
healing during that duration must be Warded to affect
them.

• Holy - works as Terror, but only for Undead.
Costs

• Convoke - To Convoke, raise one hand, or the 
indicated item, above your head and call "Convoke".

• Invoke - See Convoke, but the item used must be 
Mage Lore

• Stationary - To be stationary, stand in one spot. 
You may pivot in place, but should keep at least one 
foot grounded.

Resistances/Immunities
• Resistant - If a player is Resistant to an effect, that 

means it will fail against that player, unless it was 

Warded.

• Immune - If a player is Immune to an effect, that 
means it will always fail against that player, 
regardless of any Warding.

• Warded - Added to call of an attack made with an 
item which has had Ward (see Life Mage) cast on it. 
Ignores Resistances but not Immunities.

In/Out of Combat
• IC - An ability that can be used any time In Combat
• BC - An ability that can be used during In Combat, 

but must be used while the player is not being 
actively attacked by anyone and is out reach of any 
enemy's weapon.

• OC - An ability that can only be used in Out of 
Combat situations

• OC/IC - An ability that must be prepared Out of 
Combat, but has its effect In Combat

Ability Types
• Called - An ability activated by making a call
• Modifier - An ability that changes what a player 

can call when making an attack. Usually by adding 
damage to certain kinds of attacks.

• Passive - An ability that is always having it's effect,
generally only on the player that has the ability.

Effects
• Fear - A mental effect that causes anyone affected to

flee battle. They must run away from the source of 
the effect until they are clear of battle and cannot 
return for the duration (generally their  ROR in 
seconds).

• Freeze - A Frozen player cannot move at all or take 
any action for the duration of the effect. They also 
cannot be affected by anything while frozen. Any on-
going effects are paused, with their counts resuming 
once the player "thaws".

• Immobilized - Means a player must be Stationary 
until the effect ends.

• Kill - Kill effects immediately render a player Dead 
(and set their HP to -4).

• Slow - Means you can only walk, not run. (At least 
one foot must be on the ground at all times)

• Snare - Means that the foot of the Snared leg cannot
leave the ground. The Snared player may pivot in 
place on that foot.
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NOTES AND CORE CHANGES-

Poison:  The below statement appeared in the 
previous version of the AL rules changes but we 
discovered that the JL book has two versions 
listed... so we have had to adjust this as well.  The 
adventuring section explains that poison puts -1 HP 
counters on to a player.  So we must use that.  What 
we can do is rule that poison “does X effect every 
20 count” and that allows us to broaden the range of
what poison can do and not be just -1 HP counters.
Fatigue and Paralysis name and effects changes:
Due to confusion with the names and effects of 
these poisons, they are being revised.  See below
Fatigue Poison:  Causes target to pass out every 20 
count.
Paralysis Poison: Causes target to become Impaled 
every 20 count.
Applying Poison Changes:  Furthermore, the ability 
to treat items with poison and have it effect 
immediately has been restricted to Assassin only.  A 
weapon must be treated before the encounter it is 
going to be used in (this is an OUT and usually 
requires 10 minutes etc.).  A weapon treated by a 
player with Apply Poison will then deal poison 
damage for that encounter only and that poison 
triggers upon dealing damage (as in the past). 
Applying a poison costs a Poison Kit Phys Rep. 
(green foam stick), which must be carried by the 
player during game (as torches, etc.) to indicate they
had it with them to be able to use Apply Poison. 
Cost of these kits will vary by region and be illegal 
to buy in some places, but standard cost is 20 gold. 
These kits only make three types of poison 
(standard, fatigue, and paralysis).  Getting any 
other type of poison creation kit will require a GM 
created card, such as a magic item card that states it 
can be used up to create the named poison type, and
when used, is turned in to the GM.
P  oison without Apply Poison:  If a player attempts 
to use a Poison Kit without the Assassin Skill, the 
effect become one time use only, the call will be 
“Infect” instead, and triggers at the end of the 
encounter (similar to Acidic Blood).  Note that an 
Assassin may elect to NOT use Apply Poison if 
they wish to have their poison be less obvious and 
trigger later when they have left the encounter etc.  

For this type of attack call “Infect” instead, so the 
player knows to check with the GM for effects later,
and also knows that they are not aware of being 
“Infected.” 
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